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I- READING (28 Marks)

4 4

A-Reading Comprehension (20 Marks)
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:
Our world is divided into two different parts. One part is rich and the other is poor. In
the poor part, a lot of people never get enough to eat. In the rich part, a lot of people eat too
much. In one part, children are hungry and in the other they get fatter and fatter and have to
go on a diet to lose weight. The poor countries have a lot of problems. People rarely find
clean water to drink. Sometimes the land is too poor to grow anything. The land can be
improved but a lot of things must be done first. Water must be found, machines must be
bought and people must be educated. The rich countries have problems too. The air is
polluted and the rivers are too dirty to swim in or to take water from. Traffic is heavy and the
roads are crowded. Terrible car accidents happen every day. Thousands of people do not
have jobs. Both parts must solve their problems to have a good life.
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d (5x4= 20 Marks)
1) The main idea of the passage is ...................................
a. people do not have jobs in the world.
b. poor people are very hungry in the world.
c. there is no clean water in the world.
d. there are many problems in the world.
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2) The world is divided into ........................
a. one part
b. two parts

*

c. three parts
d. four parts
3) The underlined word they in the 3rd line refers to
a. children
b. poor people
c. rich countries
d. the two parts
4) Some of the problems in the poor countries are
a. car accidents
b. dirty water
c. fat children
d. polluted air
9th line means
5) The underlined word terrible in the

(i(LJ.3I

a. good
b. great
c. bad
d. nice
B-Vocabulary (8 Marks)
Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list below (4x2= 8 Marks)
(pipelines - looking forward to - cures - old fashioned - really)

6) The girl did not buy the dress. She thought it is a/an ... old fashioned... one.
7) I am ... looking forward to... studying French language next year.
8) I do not . . . really... think that the film was scary.
9) Oil and water are put into ... pipelines.., to get to other places.
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II- WRITING (22 Marks)
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A- Writing (18 Marks)
"The LifeStraw is a great invention that helps a lot of people in poor co
Write a paragraph of (6 sentences) about "Life Straw".
The following guide words might help you:

(contaminated - fatal - invent - scientists - purify - cheap - save)
exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences

14

Spelling and grammar

2

Handwriting and punctuation.

2

Write your topic here
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B- Grammar (8 Marks)

------

B) Do as shown between brackets (4xl= 4 Marks)
10) This tree has already (be) here for years.

;.j

(Correct)

This tree has already been here for years.
11) He ate an apple in the morning. (Make negative)
He didn't eat an apple in the morning.
12) My mother cleans my room every morning. (Change passive)
My room is cleaned every morning by my mother.
13) They are busy today....................?

(Complete with question tag)

They are busy today, aren't they?

End of Exam
Good Luck!
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